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Orthogonal space-frequency block coded (SFBC) orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems are analysed in
broadband wireless channels where adjacent subcarriers do not have
the same channel coefficients and the matched filter receiver causes an
error floor in bit error rate performance. To avoid this, a low complex-
ity zero forcing (ZF) receiver for the orthogonal schemes with two and
three transmit and one receive antennas are proposed.
Introduction: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
is the most promising technique to provide high data rates over
broadband wireless channels. Multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems can increase achievable capacity and mitigate
fading effects through spatial diversity techniques. Hence, the
combination of MIMO signal processing with OFDM can be applied
as space-time block coded (STBC)-OFDM [1] or space-frequency
block coded (SFBC)-OFDM [2]. In both cases, it is generally
assumed that the channel coefficients are constant over neighbouring
subcarriers or OFDM symbols in the orthogonal code.
In [3], the authors compared these two techniques. They showed that
STBC-OFDM is superior to SFBC-OFDM for wireless channels with
high delay spread. Indeed, the channel coefficients might not be
constant over neighbouring subcarriers for SFBC-OFDM over severe
frequency selective channels which have high delay spreads compared
to the symbol duration. Therefore, the orthogonality of the code
structure is no longer preserved. This causes an error floor in bit
error rate (BER) performance owing to the interference that comes from
the neighbouring symbols. However, SFBC-OFDM has an important
advantage compared to STBC-OFDM, this being absence of decoding
delay. To extend the application of SFBC-OFDM systems to broadband
wireless channels, we propose a low complexity zero forcing (ZF)
receiver which prevents this error floor using channel compensation for
the orthogonal SFBC-OFDM with two and three transmit and one
receive antennas.
Orthogonal SFBC-OFDM in broadband wireless channels: We
consider an SFBC-OFDM system with K subcarriers, Nt transmit
and one receive antennas. For each OFDM symbol n, the serial data
symbols are converted into a data vector Sn with duration KTs by a
serial-to-parallel converter where Ts is the symbol duration. This
vector is then space-frequency encoded and split into Nt vectors Cn,i.
The orthogonal SFBC matrix consists of Q symbols over Tf subcar-
riers providing the transmission rate R¼Q=Tf. Each Cn,i is modulated
by inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) into an OFDM symbol and
the guard interval (GI) is added. The resulting vector is transmitted
through the frequency selective fading channel that has Lf channel
taps. To avoid intersymbol interference, the length of GI is chosen as
equal to or higher than the number of channel taps.
At the receiver, after removing the GI and applying FFT, the received
signal is written in the matrix=vector form as
Rn ¼
XNt
i¼1
Cn;iHn;i þ Nn ð1Þ
where Rn is the received vector, Hn,i is a diagonal channel matrix the
elements of which are FFT of hn,i and Nn is the noise vector the
elements of which are FFT of additive white Gaussian noise with zero
mean and s2n variance per real dimension. Throughout this Letter, we
skip the OFDM symbol index n for simplicity in the representation.
Orthogonal SFBC-OFDM with two transmit antennas: We use the
Alamouti STBC [4] through two adjacent subcarriers using two
symbols. The data vector S is encoded into two vectors C1 and C2
that are transmitted from the first and second antenna simultaneously.
Taking C1 and C2 into (1) and organising the received vector into
blocks, we obtain
Rk0 ¼ Hk0Sk0 þ Nk0 ð2Þ
where the subcarrier block index is k0 ¼ 1, 2, . . . , K=Tf, the transmitted
vector is Sk0 ¼ [Sk, Sk+1]T and the channel transfer matrix
Hk0 ¼
H1;k H2;k
H2;kþ1 H1;kþ1
 
Note that the channel coefficients belonging to adjacent subcarriers are
not equal for each antenna. The matched filter (MF) receiver can be
applied to (2) to obtain the reconstructed symbols as
~Sk0 ¼ Hmfk0 Rk0 ð3Þ
where Hmfk0 is the transpose-conjugate of the Hk0. The symbols are then
detected separately as
~Sk
~Skþ1
 
¼ Dk ekek Dkþ1
 
Sk
Skþ1
 
þ Nk0
where Dk¼ jH1,kj2þ jH2,kþ1j2 and Dkþ1¼ jH2,kj2þ jH1,k+1j2 are the
diversity gains and ek¼H2,k H*1,kH2,k+1 H*1,k+1 is the interference
term. Using diversity gains, the normalised MF receiver is obtained as
Hnmfk0 ¼ diagð1=Dk; 1=Dkþ1ÞHmfk0 .
The MF receiver achieves maximum diversity, however the symbol
carried by the adjacent subcarrier causes interference which adds up to
the noise. To avoid this error floor, we can use a ZF receiver which
implies a 2 2 matrix inversion.
Orthogonal SFBC-OFDM with three transmit antennas: We apply
the orthogonal STBC in [5] through four adjacent subcarriers using
the three symbols at each OFDM symbol. Since the rate of the code is
3=4, we map the 3K=4 information symbols onto K subcarriers. After
organising the OFDM symbol vector, it is encoded into three vectors
C1, C2, C3, and then transmitted from three antennas simultaneously.
The received signal is written as given in (2) where the channel
transfer matrix for each block is
Hk0 ¼
H1;k H2;k H3;k
H2;kþ1 H1;kþ1 0
H3;kþ2 0 H1;kþ2
0 H3;kþ3 H2;kþ3
2
664
3
775 ð4Þ
Similar to (3), using the MF receiver, we obtain
~Sk0 ¼
Dk ek ekþ1
ek Dkþ1 ekþ2
ekþ1 e

kþ2 Dkþ2
2
4
3
5Sk0 þ Nk0
where Dk, Dkþ1 and Dkþ2 are the diversity gains and ek, ekþ1 and ekþ2
are the interference terms defined as similar to orthogonal codes with
two transmit antennas. The normalised MF receiver is then
Hnmfk0 ¼ diag(1=Dk, 1=Dkþ1, 1=Dk+2)Hmfk0 . Similar to the Alamouti
SFBC-OFDM, the ZF receiver which implies a 4 3 matrix
pseudo-inversion of (4) can be used.
Proposed low complexity ZF receivers: To eliminate the interference
terms caused by the MF receiver and provide diversity gains as in
the classical ZF receiver, we propose to search for the Hmzfk0 matrix
which satisfies Hmzfk0 Hk0 ¼ diag(D¯k, D¯kþ1). Using linear operations, for
orthogonal SFBC-OFDM with Nt¼ 2, the solution matrix is
proposed as
Hmzfk0 ¼
H1;k H2;kþ1=Ak
H2;k H1;kþ1=Ak
 
ð5Þ
where Ak¼K*1,k+1K2,k+1 is the compensation term and Ki,m¼Hi,m=Hi,k
for m¼ kþ 1, . . . , kþTf 1 is the difference term between the
channel coefficients belonging to the same subcarrier block. The
diversity gains then become D¯k¼ jH1,kj2þ jH2,k+1j2=Ak and D¯k+1¼
jH2,kj2þ jH1,kþ1j2=A*k .
We can also write H1,kþ1¼ a1,kejDb1,kH1,k and H2,kþ1¼ a2,kejDb2,kH2,k
where ai,k and Dbi,k are the amplitude and phase differences, respec-
tively, between the channel coefficients of adjacent subcarriers. We then
write the compensation term as Ak¼ a1,ka2,k e j(Db2,kDb1,k).
To obtain equal and real valued diversity gains for each symbol, by
normalising the symbol power, we propose the solution matrix as
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Hszfk0 ¼ diagð1= Dk; 1= Dkþ1ÞHmzfk0 ð6Þ
In this case, the proposed matrix Hszfk0 is exactly the inverse of Hk0
obtained without performing the 2 2 matrix inversion.
Using the same principle, we extend the proposed method for
orthogonal SFBC-OFDM with Nt¼ 3 by defining the solution matrix as
Hmzfk0 ¼
H1;k H2;kþ1=Ak H3;kþ1=Bk 0
H2;k H1;kþ1=Ak 0 H3;kþ3=Ck
H3;k 0 H1;kþ2=B

k H2;kþ3=C

k
2
4
3
5 ð7Þ
where the compensation terms are Ak¼K*1,kþ1K2,kþ1, Bk¼K*1,kþ2
K3,kþ2 and Ck¼K*2,kþ3K3,kþ3. Then, the achievable diversity gains
become D¯k¼ jH1,kj2þ jH2,kþ1j2=Akþ jH3,kþ2j2=Bk, D¯kþ1¼ jH2,kj2þ
jH1,kþ1j2=A*k þ jH3,kþ3j2=Ck and D¯kþ2¼ jH3,kj2þ jH1,kþ2j2=B*k þ
jH2,kþ3j2=C*k .
Similar to (6), we propose the solution matrix as
Hszfk0 ¼ diagð1= Dk; 1= Dkþ1; 1= Dkþ2ÞHmzfk0 ð8Þ
The proposed receivers given in (6) and (8) eliminate the interference
terms coming from neighbouring subcarriers while providing diversity
gains. The proposed method gives the ZF solution since it satisfies the
equality Hszfk0 Hk0 ¼ IQ. Note that this method avoids the inversion of the
channel transfer matrix. Hence, we reduce the complexity of the
classical ZF receiver from 618 to 342 flops for each subcarrier block
for orthogonal SFBC-OFDM with three transmit and one receive
antennas. However, since we do not perform the exact pseudo-inver-
sion, the Frobenius norm [6] of the proposed matrix is not minimum.
Consequently, there will be a slight performance degradation compared
to the classical ZF receiver.
Simulation results and conclusion: We give the simulation results of
SFBC-OFDM for QPSIC using the classical and the proposed ZF
receivers, the HF receiver, the maximum proposed likelihood (ML).
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Fig. 1 BER performance of MISO-OFDM in broadband channel with
Lf ¼ 5
The symbol duration of the OFDM symbol including GI is set to
TOFDM¼ (KþK=4)Ts where K¼ 1024 and Ts¼ 7.4 ns. The fdTOFDM is
chosen as 0.01. One OFDM symbol consists of 768 symbols. Wireless
channels from each transmit to receive antenna are modelled as
independent Rayleigh fading using Jakes model. In the power-delay
profile (PDP), the time and power differences between the paths are set
to 8Ts and 0.5 dB, respectively. (The power of the first path is 0 dB.)
The frequency correlation coefficients between the subcarriers are
calculated as r1¼ 0.997, r2¼ 0.991 and r3¼ 0.97 where r‘¼PLf
r¼1 s
2
r exp(j2p‘r=K). Since the frequency correlation coefficients
are not equal to 1 there are differences between the adjacent subcarriers.
As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed ZF receiver presents the error floor
compared to the MF receiver. It has half computational complexity for
each subcarrier block while the performance difference is only 1.6 dB at
104 compared to the classical ZF receiver. Moreover, it provides a
3.2 dB improvement compared to the MF receiver at 104 while only
doubling the complexity. Furthermore, it gives slightly better perfor-
mance than the STBC-OFDM system while decreasing the delay time
in decoding.
While it is generally assumed that SFBC-OFDM using orthogonal
designs is a technique limited to the channels where the delay spread is
small compared to the symbol duration, we have shown that using the
proposed low complexity ZF receiver it is possible to extend the
application range of SFBC-OFDM to the broadband wireless channels.
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